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Do you think that satin stitching is much harder than other types of stitching?
This is not the case and this technique is accessible even to kids! Just have a look at first
steps that are no harder than what you had to do in school to learn how to write.
The very first stitch is called border stitch. It allows to create raised edge that is similar to
automated machine stitching. This type of stitch can be used for many purposes starting
from attaching decorative patches to elegant Japanese style stitching.
Accuracy is the most important skill you will need to learn. Try making stitches of the
same length, with the same angle and try to locate them as close to each other as possible.
Your hands will get used to making accurate stitches without thinking much about it much
like you write or type on a computer. Once you gain accuracy in border stitch you will be
able to create beautiful works of art!
This top made from atlas was stitched in
Japanese style with silk threads. It features dual
composition based on evening tone threads with
additional silver thread created using only border
stitch! It looks great but technologically it was not
that hard to do.
On the picture on the left you can see overall
view of the top, and on the picture below you can
see close up image of the composition. Take my
word for it — in the evening this cloth looks
beautiful!
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Border stitch can be used to create any designs so long as they don’t
require smooth change of colours.
This technique is also useful for small works.
Have a look at these kids shorts - all stitchings
on it were done using border stitch. Front and
back pockets, funny fishes, letters and underwater plants, stones and bubbles — all of
them look great but they did not take much
effort to do as well!

Designs made with border stitch are very
simple and at the same time they look. In the
list of our products they are marked with 1 star
denoting beginner’s skill level. The main skill
requirement is that your hand should get used to
making even stitches with the same angle.
If you started stitching only recently then try not
to stress your wrists and eyes. Soon you will learn
how to stitch in relaxed fashion and thats when
you will start enjoying it!
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Border stitch is often used to start and finish complex designs that require other
techniques. Its ability to create raised edges helps to create volumetric feel to your
work. Simple designs can be done using just border stitch.
Border stitch is done using single needle move. Needle should pierce fabric in two
places as shown on picture. If you want to create smart looking stitching then you will
need to make stitches as close to each other as you can. Have a look at the pictures
below - border stitch there looks very similar to machine made stitching, however
handcraft is much better as its filled with its creators charm and human warmth.

Our designs offer step by step instructions
on how to do border stitches. Have a look at the
pictures of a rose and a fish. You can clearly see
how needle pierces the fabric and thread forms
smooth line.
Have a look at steps required to stitch this rose
and you will understand how easy it actually is.
You can find more designs on our website at
www.ann-mary.com where you can find great
designs tailored to border stitch and Anna`s
support at our Forum.
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Still not sure you can succeed at border stitch? Don’t believe you can move
away from cross stitch? Have a look at real results made by different people!

Example 1 stitching by a man!
This work was done by a young
man. He is 25 years old and his is the
geologist. His work requires him to
use big instruments that never included needles! I asked him to try to
stitch first time in his life and have a
look what he achieved.
On the left you can see his work in real life size, and on
the right you see it magnified 4 times. You can see that all
stitches are very accurate, and it was done by a man! It
takes very little time and training to have your hands
doing stitches automatically with the same angle and
length.

Example 2 stitching by a
This work was done by a 38 year old woman
who never stitched before. Although she did some
basic needlework such as to sew buttons to her
son’s clothes, she never engaged in needlecrafts.
On the magnified picture you can see that her stitches are
nearly correct with some slight errors in their angles. That’s a
very good result for a first timer! On the left you can see her
work in its real life size.

Example 3 made by Anna!
And now have a look at my own work:
can you spot the difference? There aren’t
many! Thanks to long practice my hands are
now used create stitches of the same length
and angle quickly and accurately, which is
why my stitches show more accurate representation of the design. You can achieve same
quality after good practice doing 2-3 works!
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Ann-Mary is the name of group created by

Anna Chudnovsky and Maria
Terekhina, two professionals to help people in developing their capabilities, to support
them to grow their personalities and live healthy, happy and free life.
We’ve united our energies to:
1 - provide “energy-saving knowledge” from our professional experience to optimize
your life and save your energy to other important things.
2 - help you to break internal barriers
3 – expand your personal limits
4 - develop personality and share ideas
5 - provide ideas how to live interesting, healthy, happy life
Also we are two artists creating individual clothing in different styles (batik, freeform,
acryl).We are supporting and realizing ideas of freedom, creativity and individual self-expression. Our collections you can find on our website at www.ann-mary.com
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